This note studies the asymptotic mean values over arithmetical progressions, the general distribution of values, and the maximum order of magnitude, of a certain natural prime-divisor function of positive integers.
Xi -%o> ^2-Zo-Proof. Given any character % mod q, the Euler product formula for L(z, %) leads to the equation
Now, by equations (68-71) of Richert [7] , we have: 
. _, 3/10, 9/10 ,, v 4/3.
=-« ---:-+ 0(x log x<f>(q)q ).
Similarly one can determine estimates for 2ns« x(n)ß(n) m tne other cases. The theorem then follows from the equation
1973] a prime-divisor function 375
Corollary.
Remark. By using a theorem of Schmidt [5] concerning ]¿náxc(n) where ^c(n)n~z=l,(z)l,(2z)t,(?>z)
[Rez>l], one can sharpen the error term in this corollary to 0(x1121 log2 x). For a more general, though less sharp, version of the corollary, see the author [3] . (See note added in proof.)
Next, by applying a theorem of Schoenberg [6, If ô = (l +|e)log 3/3 log log n (e>0), then 31/M (log n),/(1+£/2,log log n s log 31/3 ■ log n <5 log 2 (1 + |e)log 2 • log V13 2 log log n for n sufficiently large. Hence the upper inequality follows. Theorem 4. Given any e>0, /3(/i)<3(1/3)(1+£>ll,BlOK "/or "almost all" n, i.e. all n outside some set of asymptotic density zero.
Proof.
The inequality a<3a'3 (a=l, 2, • • •) implies that/3(«)<3a(n)/3 where il(«) is the sum of the exponents of the prime divisors of n. The theorem then follows from Theorem 431 of [1] , which states that Q(«) has "normal order" log log n.
Remark. One cannot expect a similar lower inequality, since for example ß takes the value 1 on all square-free integers, and these have positive density 6/7T2.
Note added in proof.
In a recent paper, The number of square-full divisors of an integer, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 34 (1972), 79-80, D.
Suryanarayana and R. Sita Rama Chandra Rao established the above corollary to Theorem 1, with an error estimate slightly weaker than that obtainable with the aid of Schmidt's theorem [5] .
